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Abstract, Data on the natural history of Anolis reconditns, an
arboreal ignanid lizard, living in the montane mist forest of east

central Jamaica, is presented. The animal uses the crown of trees

both for sleeping and as a refuge when frightened. It pei-ches fac-

ing down on open tree trunks, generally about 12 feet off the ground.
Its displays appear to vary a great deal from individual to individ-

ual. This animal seems to use a combination of two tyioically anoline

foraging methods: 1) active searching and 2) motionless perching.
In addition, reconditus displays a characteristic reported in no other

Jamaican anole: it does not interrupt its daily activities because of

rain. The lizard appears to be less specialized than its Jamaican

congeners. This may be related to its apparent isolation fi-om con-

generic competition.

INTRODUCTION
Of the seven species of anoline lizards in Jamaica, Anolis re-

conditus is apparently the rarest and certainly the least studied.

This relatively large {ca. 90 mmsnout-vent length), montane

reptile was first described in 1959 by Underwood and Williams
from a single male specimen. The animal is usually green,

brown, and beige. It is mottled and striped laterally and dorsally,
often with a prominent small green patch just behind each eye.

The type specimen was collected in 1953 in St. Thomas par-
ish, on the edge of the Blue Mountain rain forest region in east

central Jamaica. In 1961 and 1962 A. Stanley Rand collected

five Hzards at Hardwar Gap, nine miles west of the type locality.
In 1965, J. D. Lazell captured five additional reconditus, in-

cluding the first females, in the Hardwar Gap area; he pub-
lished a paper (Lazell, 1966) that added substantially to the
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scanty data on coloration, squamation, and behavior of this liz-

ard. Robert Trivers in 1969 collected, marked, and released

several specimens at the Green Hills field station of the Institute

of Jamaica, one mile northeast of Hardwar Gap.
In 1970, I spent the months of April and May in Jamaica

observing all seven species of AnoHs on the island for varying

periods of time. I spent two weeks with Robert Trivers, who
was working on A. garmani, and two weeks with Thomas Jens-

sen, who was studying A. opalinus, A. lineatopus neckeri, and

A. sagrei. Between April 26 and May 28, I lived three weeks

at the Green Hills field station, near Hardwar Gap. During this

time I caught, marked, and observed 32 reconditus. I saw at

least another two dozen. The data that follow are the results

of my study.

HABITAT ANDRANGE

During my stay at Green Hills, I discovered some specific

new localities in the Hardwar Gap region which have substan-

tial populations of this species. The population that Lazell

(1966) describes as living in the garage near the field station,

I found in the garage and on a stand of trees just adjacent to

and east of the garage. I also saw one animal living under the

eaves of the Denoes' house, which is just east of the field sta-

tion and across the road.

One of my main study areas, referred to hereafter as "Steep

Bush," was located about one-quarter mile southwest of the

field station along the road to Hardwar Gap. The road is cut

into the mountainside, which slopes 50° or more. The viney,

densely wooded "montane mist forest" (Asprey and Robbins,

1953) is called "bush" by the local people. The area where I

worked on seven difTerent days is on the top side of the road.

I concentrated on a roughly square area that runs along the

road for about 300 yards and extends up the mountainside an

equal distance.

The trees there are generally 30 to 50 feet tall, with no
branches below 20 feet. Several feet of their root systems are

exposed as they cling to the steep mountainside. Moss covers

the rocks, much of the tree trunks, and the fallen trees and
limbs. There are also 15-foot tree ferns, vines, and saplings.
The canopy is quite dense and everything, including the deep
leaf litters, is very damp. The trees are generally plane trees.

Wild yacca (Podocarpus urbanii), milkwood (Sapium jamai-
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Map 1. Hai'dwar Gap-Green Hills vicinity. Note collecting sites

for reconditus marked by triangles. Open squares are buildings.

cense), and trees known to the local people as "fleura" are

most abundant.

In Steep Bush, I caught ten lizards and made many observa-

tions. However, movement for an observer is extremely difficult

in this "montane thicket" (Asprey and Robbins, 1953), and,

owing to the mazelike quality, resightings are nearly impossible.

My best study area was a place, known locally as "Fairy

Glade," one-quarter mile east of Hardwar Gap. It is on top
of the ridge that lies to the east of the Gap and is the largest
area of flat "bush" land that I could find within several miles

of Hardwar Gap. The glade is about 10 acres in extent, and
has a path 10 to 30 feet wide running through it which leads

northeast to St. Catherine's Peak.

Lazell (1966) quotes Rand as saying he found reconditus in

"mossy, stunted forest —
nearly 'elfin woodland' —at Hardwar
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Gap." This is an excellent description of the Fairy Glade. Al-

though generally found over 5000 feet, elfin woodland occurs

as low as 2500 feet in the John Crow Mountains, which are

east of the gap. Asprey and Robbins (1953) regard elfin wood-
land as a faciation of montane mist forest. Fairy Glade repre-
sents an intermediate stage between the montane mist forest of

the steeper, lower slopes and the dwarfed, stunted, typically

elfin woodland of the higher altitudes. The omnipresent moss

is often six to eight inches deep on the ground and on the rot-

ting fallen trees and limbs which litter the ground.

The trees in the glade are generally of large diameter with

full foliage but are occasionally twisted, unlike the tall, straight,

branchless trees of Steep Bush. The growth of the glade could

certainly be described as lush. An early botanical observer, in

describing similar Jamaican vegetation, spoke of "the confusing
abundance of species and the rich plant life in a muggy, glass-

house atmosphere." (Asprey and Robbins, 1953) .

I caught and marked 15 lizards along a 200-yard stretch of

the path which runs through the glade. Most of my data are

for these lizards.

I also observed lizards at two other localities in the Hardwar

Gap region :
(

1
)

in the northwestern part of Holywell Park,

just west of the gap, and (2) in the "19 Mile Gulley," a steep,

dark, damp, rocky ravine about four miles southeast of the gap
and along the road to Kingston, just below the 1 9-miles-f rom-

Kingston roadside marker. This latter area is several hundred
feet lower than Steep Bush but has about the same physical
character and vegetation. In half an hour on my final day in

the Hardwar Gap area, I located four large males and one fe-

male in this gulley. In Holywell Park, I saw only one animal,
a male.

With the, exception of Lazell's garage (see above), I was
directed to all the places where I found reconditus by local Ja-
maicans. Consultation with those local people who frequent
the "bush" could in the future lead to a better understanding of

the extent of the lizard's range.

It seems likely that reconditus extends over a narrow, per-

haps discontinuous band of montane mist forest running east

and west of Hardwar Gap. The band is at least two or three

miles wide in places. The Green Hills area is half to three-

quarters of a mile north of the gap and the Newcastle area

one to one and a half miles south of the gap.
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SIZE ANDSEXUALDIMORPHISM

During ni\ month of study, I obscncd at \arious times more
than 50 diflerent indixiduals. Thirty-two of these were cap-
tured; 29 were measured.

Of the 1 7 measured males, the largest had a snout— \ent length
of 100 mm, the smallest 61 mm. The largest lower jaw (tip of

snout to back of lower jaw), 33 mm, was that of a 98-mm
male, the shortest, 20 mm, that of the smallest male (61 mm).
The longest tail, 220 mm, was recorded on a 96-mm male; the

shortest unbroken tail was 115 mm, on the smallest individual

(61 mm) captured.

Of the twelve females that I measured, the longest snout-
vent length was 84 mm. This lizard had the longest lower jaw,
26 mm, of any female. The longest tail, 164 mm, was on a

77-mm lizard. The smallest female, smallest in each of the three

measurements taken, was 62 mmsnout-vent with a 19-mm
lower jaw and an 121-mm tail.

The body length of reconditus males is 1.17 times longer than
females and the lower jaw of males is 1.19 times longer than
females. Robert Trivers (personal communication) has found
that for A. garmani in southwestern Jamaica, the adult males
are 1.31 times longer than the adult females.

COLOR
AVhen describing A. reconditus, Lazell (1966) emphasizes a

grey component in the coloration of the animal. According to

my observations, a more accurate description of the lizard is

that a tan or brown component predominates. I never observed

any part of a lizard to be black or grey. Often parts of the liz-

ard would be \ery dark brown. These appeared tan when the

lizard changed to a lighter color phase. In my field notes I

once described a cr\ptic male perched on a grey tree trunk as

"brown, greyish mottled." However, I still maintain that close

obser\-ation re\-eals only shades of brown, never grev.

Interestingly, the populations in m\ main stud)' areas, three-

quarters to one mile apart and ph)sicall\ isolated from each
other only b)- hea\\ undergrowth and o\ergrown guUeys, seem
to differ in color. The males of the Steep Bush area appear
generally light brown with quite dark brown markings and
stripes. They are green or slighdy bluish green just behind the

forelegs. They can change to a mossy dark green or to a dark
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chocolate. With both these color changes, the markings fade

out.

The females of Steep Bush are lighter tan than the males,

with prominent green patches on the head, just behind each

eye. There is also a green streak just above each foreleg. The
females can appear quite beige with the dark markings almost

completely suppressed. Larger patches of light green on the

upper body can appear with this lightening. The females can

also display dark speckled markings over the tan, with green

remaining only on the head and above the foreleg. The dewlap
of the female, which is about half the size of that of the male,

is yellowish green.
The animals of Fairy Glade are generally darker in colora-

tion than those of Steep Bush. The glade receives more sun-

light than the bush forest and this may account for part of the

color difference. Both males and females have the prominent

green patches behind their eyes that characterize the females

of the bush described above. In addition, the lower body of

the males from just in front of the hind legs to the tip of the

tail is fairly green, while the mid-body is mostly brown.

One Fairy Glade female I described in my notes as being
"a dull, mousey brown" with a bit of muted green on the

shoulder and behind the eyes. I observed a 74-mm Fairy Glade

female in a completely chocolate brown phase, with no mark-

ings evident. She was delicately rosy red behind each leg, just

where the leg joined the body. Females, as well as males, in

Fairy Glade seemed also to have the power of males in Steep
Bush to turn to a cryptic dark chocolate. In this phase the ani-

mals have no markings evident. All color except the brown is

suppressed.
In Holywell Park, about a mile west of each of the two other

areas, the one male I saw was very green over much of his

body. As is typical of reconditus, his head and legs were basical-

ly brown, but his trunk reminded me of the bright green of

A. garmani. Markings were evident as patches of darker green
on his back and sides. The striking shade of most of his body
marked him as a member of possibly a third distinct population.

These data are too scant for speculation about whether re-

conditus occurs in distinct demes each with a specific color pat-
tern. In view of the broken terrain, I may have been sampling
separated segments of a continuum. More work is needed before

a positive statement can be made about the local distribution

and differentiation of reconditus.
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Figure 1. Male perching- (Holywell Park). Note proximity of his

perch to the hole in the trunk. See escape behavior.
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PERCHES

Although I observed reconditus on a N^ariety of perches in a

variety of positions on the perches, there was one tableau which

I observed most frequently. The lizard would be about 12 feet

up on a tree trunk or large-diameter branch (more than 4

inches) "in a head-down position, with the neck bent so that

the head was nearly parallel to the ground" (Lazell, 1966).
A. S. Rand first reported this stance to J. D. Lazell, but re-

ported the perch height as from three to seven feet.

I have two dozen observations of height and diameter of spe-
cific perches, 1 1 for females and 1 3 for males. According to

these I saw only four females and two males perched under

seven feet. On the other hand, 16 of the perches were ten feet

or over. The highest was about 16 feet. I have four additional

entries with only perch diameter. I made many additional ob-

servations for which I failed to record perch height or diameter.

In such cases the lizard was perched, facing down, between 10

and 14 feet on a four-inch or larger diameter perch. I had
come to expect them to be at this height and diameter and
onlv if thev were not there did I make note of it.

As stated above, the standard perch was of fairly large diam-

eter. I recorded at least 14 different perches of eight inches or

larger. The largest was about 18 inches.

There were a few exceptions to the standard downward-fac-

ing posture. I saw one male and one female who were perched
for a long period of time facing up. I saw several perched cross-

wise, coming out of rotten furrows or at a crook in a tree branch.

In some cases, crosswise or upward-facing perches would be

assumed for a minute or two as transitional positions between
two different downward perches or between periods of mo\e-
ment.

One striking and possibly unique element in the site that re-

conditus chooses as a perch is that in a great number of cases

it is near a hole in a tree trunk or branch (See Fig. 1
)

. In the

Hardwar Gap area with its frequent rainfall and lush vegeta-

tion, it is common for a tree to have a partially exposed root

system and many dead moss- and vine-covered limbs. Holes

into the heartwood of a tree where a branch used to be are

quite frequent. I counted no less than eight separate perch
sites each within a few inches of prominent trunk or branch
holes. One of these had three marked lizards, two females and
a male, perched by it at different times. Another hole had two
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marked animals, one male, one female, who regularly used a

perch next to it. Onh one lizard at a time was ever seen at any
of the holes.

Several times I saw lizards perched half in and half out of

these furrows or holes. Rand
( 1967) reports that A. valencienni

lays eggs communally in tree-trunk holes but apparently' no

other anoline lizard uses them in just the same way as recondi-

tus. It is possible that the ho'es are related to the foraging activ-

ity of reconditiis (see foraging). They are certainly hiding

places (see escape behavior).
The fact that more than one individual uses the perch near

a particular hole raises questions concerning the nature of the

territoriality of this species. Perhaps there is only one male per
hole and the females who use the perch are part of a group
that resides within his territory. Robert Trivers (personal com-

munication) has obser\ed for A. oarmani that indixidual males,

especially large ones, seem to police territories containing several

females. Each male appears to maintain exclusive copulatory

rights with the females in his territory. Perhaps there is a sim-

ilar situation with reconditus (also see home range and ter-

ritorial structure).
The holes raise another question. If a lizard is going to es-

cape into a hole, instead of up a tree, he has to be sure that

the hole is not already occupied. Indeed, the intimacy of a hole

is a great deal more than that of the crown of a tree, and a liz-

ard cannot see from a distance if he will ha\e company in a

hole, the way he can at the top of a tree. Therefore it seems

likely that at any time the lizards on a particular tree must have

a good idea of where the other lizards on that tree are perched
and where to go in case of danger.

HOMERANGEANDTERRITORIAL STRUCTURE
In an attempt to learn something about the habits of A. re-

conditus, especially about its territoriality, I noosed and marked
individual animals. After its capture, the sex of each lizard was

determined, it was measured, given a number, and marked in

two ways. For a permanent mark, part of one or two toes was

clipped (see marking system at end for details). This allowed

me to give each indi\idual a unique identification number.
Also stripes of paint of various colors were painted on the

lizard's back so that different indi\'iduals could be distinguished
at a distance. The location of the perch where the lizard was
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caught was recorded and then the animal was returned to this

site. The lizards were rarely held capti\e for more than fifteen

minutes.

During my study I resighted nine marked lizards. One, a

62-mm female, I saw seven separate times. All the resightings
were in Fairy Glade. Although my data is scanty, it points to-

ward a large male having a home range shared by two or more

females, three large trees (30—40 feet X 12—18 inches) and a

few saplings. In the heavy growth of Fairy Glade, the ground
area of a range might be only 500 to 750 square feet.

I have no data on whether reconditus defends these areas or

any parts of them. Robert Trivers (personal communication)
has found that males of A. garmani do defend territories, slightly

larger in extent than the reconditus home range described here.

Further study may reaveal whether reconditus also defends a ter-

itory.

On two very large adjacent wild yacca trees, each of which

had two 12-18-inch trunks, I regularly saw a 74-mm female, a

77-mm female, and an 88-mm male. The larger female I saw

on six different occasions, five times on the same tree, four times

on the same perch. Once I saw her on the adjacent tree, oc-

cupying the perch on which I had often seen the male. The
male I also saw half a dozen times, four times on "his" tree

and twice on the perch where I usually saw the female. The
small female I saw only twice. The second time she was on the

perch on the "male's" tree which had been used by both other

lizards.

The smallest female (62 mm) that I caught I saw six times

at exactly the same perch. This was a small tree (four-inch

diameter), five feet away from the tree on which I first caught
her. She was always perched four feet ofT the ground next to

the same furrow in the tree trunk.

I saw an 81 -mm male three times, always within ten feet of

where I first caught him. He was caught on a straight, branch-

less tree {ca. 30 feet X 6 inches) and resighted on two adjacent

trees, one a sapling (one- to two-inch diameter) and one a small

tree (three-inch diameter) .

I repeatedly saw a 95-mm male and a 75-mm female on or

in the vicinity of two medium-sized
(
8 inches X 35 feet each

) ,

well-foliaged, adjacent trees. They spent most of their time at

one perch, nine to ten feet up, next to a hole in the tree in

which I first caught the male. One day I would see one on the

perch, another day I would see the other.
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One large male (95 mms-v; 30 mmjaw) I saw on three

successixe days reveal either an enormous home range or rather

atypical beha\ior. I caught him one day about 8 a.m. along
the path, close to the entrance of Fairy Glade. Three hours later,

I saw him again 12 feet further up the path. He must have

crossed se\eral large trees on his way to this new perch. The
next day I saw him on the other side of the path, about halfway
between the two trees on which I had seen him the day before.

Four hours later he was nowhere to be found.

On the third day I spotted him at noon on the side of the

path on which I originally caught him but ten feet further up
the path than I had e\er seen him. I proceeded to follow him
and photograph him for two hours as he covered an 80-foot

stretch which contained many large trees. My field notes that

describe this remarkable journey follow.

May 17, 1970

Fairy Glade

1 2 : 00 noon —̂# 5 (95 mms—v
;

30 mmjaw )

Spotted 10 feet further up path (on side he was orig-

inally caught on) than seen prexiously.

12:10 —
Following #5. Moved up beyond tree where #11

(62-mm female) was caught.

12:35 —Much head bobbing after assuming new perch. Many
^ inch diameter sapling perches.

1 2 : 45 —Ate some ants.

12:50- —
Dewlapped 3 /a times.

1:10 —5 dewlaps preceded by head bobbing.
1:15 —Moxed further up path and dewlapped 4 times with

head bobs. Sitting out on tree fern fronds, 10 feet up.
1 : 25 —Taken up downward facing perch 1 2 feet up on 3 inch

diameter tree. Brown, greyish mottled shading very
much color of the bark.

1:50 —Still perched. Light rain. I left. #5's run started

about 30 feet further up path than tree he was caught
on. Run documented abo\e roughly followed path up
farther into glade. Lizard covered 80 feet in an ap-

proximately linear fashion. In that 80 feet were about

30 trees greater than Ij/o inches in diameter and

many, many smaller trees. On other side of path
where #5 was observed perching on May 16, this

same 80-foot stretch contained six large trees. The dis-
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tance between the two rows of trees, i.e., distance

across the path, was about 40 feet.

Clearly much more work has to be done to establish a rea-

sonable knowledge of reconditus' home range size or territorial

structure. I caught no other Hzards, except the 62-mm female,

in the vicinity of the trip of the large male described above. It

is not impossible that all the ground he covered was "his." It

is also true that my best resighting data is on females who seem

to occupy one or two adjacent perches quite regularly. You

might expect a female to spend more time in a specific spot in

a male's home range while the male himself roams around more

within the area. Perhaps I did not see a male regularly because

he was much of the time out of my view, in some other part
of his quite large home range.

It is difficult to get an idea of the size of the reconditus popu-
lation of Fairy Glade. If I had a good estimate, I would under-

stand the dispersal of the species better. I only caught fifteen

lizards, eight males and seven females, along the 200 yards of

the path which I used for my study area. If that represents
half or even possibly a third of the resident males, then it is

possible that reconditus males have a large home range, some

even as big as that of the particular large male I have described.

I am quite certain that there were many more females in my
area than I was able to catch because they are smaller, more

cryptic, and have a less obvious display. Owing to the cryptic
nature of this species, the general lush growth of the habitat,

and the apparently quite timid character of the animals once

they have been exposed to man (see escape behavior),
I think it is very likely that I missed many more lizards than I

caught. This would indicate that my conservative estimate of

home range size, at the beginning of this section, is a reason-

able one.

INTRASPEGIFIG INTERACTION

I rarely had more than one reconditus under observation at a

time. On only two occasions did I observe interaction between

two lizards, in both cases between a male and a female.

The first interaction was one morning in Steep Bush. Initially

the male
(

ca. 90—95 mm
)

was ten feet up on a tree trunk ( eight
inches in diameter), facing down; the female (84 mm) was
about seven and a half feet up on the same tree, also facing

down, about 120° to the right of the male. After I had been
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watching them for half an hour, the male dewlapped once.

Fifteen minutes later he ran up the tree two feet, dewlapped
three times and assumed an upward-facing perch. After an-

other {\\c minutes, the male ran down about a foot and toward

the female slightly. He gave three head lx)l)s, paused and gave
three more. His downward-facing perch was now about three

and a half feet above and 60° to the left of the female.

Ten minutes later, the female finally moved, running down
and around the back of the tree. A bit of vine fell behind the

tree and then she returned. Probably she was eating. For the

next forty minutes the two lizards remained motionless. Then
the male moxed down a few inches toward the female, but also

to the left, putting more lateral distance between himself and

her. He dewlapped three times, the second and third being from

a half open position of the dewlap. Fixe minutes later the fe-

male opened her mouth. After another fixe minutes, the male

dewlapped again three times in a manner similar to his earlier

series.

Although the female appeared to display no direct response
to the male, it looked to me as if the male was courting her.

Neither before this occasion nor after did I see two lizards so

close together. Because of the extreme peripheral vision of these

lizards, it seems likely that the female cou'd have been watching
the male's displays despite his position abo\'e and behind her.

Although I was quite close at the time, nothing about the male's

behavior suggested that he was reacting to me. He mav of course

have been making territorial displays either in general or to spe-

cific other hzards that I could not see.

On the second occasion the object of the male's displa\' was

e\'en more aml:)iguous. I caught a 74-mm female about ten feet

from where an 88-mm male, previously caught and marked,
was perched. Both lizards were on different trunks of the same

large tree.

A minute or so after I returned the newly marked female to

the perch from which I had captured her, the male began one

of the most elaborate displays I ha\'e e\er seen. He dewlapped
five times, head-bobbed quickly twice, dewlapped once again,
head-bobbed several more times, and then dewlapped once more
while bobbing. Finalh he head-bobbed and then dewlapped
an eighth time.

Five minutes after this display the female assumed the exact

perch and position she had occupied before I captured her. In

the next fifteen minutes both the male and the female rotated
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their perches through 90°. Then twenty-five minutes after

his grand display, the male resumed his original position and

dewlapped two and a half times.

The male's elaborate display was certainly in response to

either myself or the female. If it was an aggressive display to-

ward me, it was a minute or two after I had put the female

back on the trunk and returned to my close-by observation post.

Normally, if a lizard saw me he would sit and wait motionless,

and then rapidly move away if I got too close. This makes me
tend to think that the male was reacting to the female to whom
I had specifically drawn his attention. The movements of the

male and female described above after the male's display may
also have been part of the courtship interaction.

DISPLAY

I observed no pattern to the displays of reconditus. In gen-
eral the displays are, in regard to specific body movements,
much like those of other Jamaican anoles. There is head-bob-

bing; four-leg pushups; a front-legged, half pushup and pulled

back, slightly cocked head preceding dewlapping; dewlapping
combined with head bobbing; and sometimes, at the end of a

series of dewlaps, a half dewlap pulse. On characteristic of the

species is that the displays are slower and seemingly more

"methodical," as I called them in my field notes, than those of

other Jamaican lizards.

I saw females display only three times; each time the lizard

I was observing head-bobbed on assuming a new perch. One
of these females I watched for nearly four and a half hours

and saw only the single head-bob display.

Males displayed much more frequently, generally dewlapping

intermittently while they maintained a specific perch. One in-

dividual that I watched for three hours dewlapped five or six

times at various intervals, sometimes every ten to twenty minutes,

sometimes every 30 to 40 minutes. Two different displays of

possible courting males are discussed in intraspecifig inter-

action. Although I recorded that a 95-mm male head-bobbed

and dewlapped each time he assumed a new perch (see home
RANGE AND TERRITORIAL STRUCTURE), I also obsCrVCd malcS

take new perches without display. Occasionally males directed

what were probably aggressive displays toward me. These con-

sisted of dewlapping once or twice.

The elaborate display of one male just before he "went to
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bed" is worth describing. I had been watching this lizard con-

tinuously for three hours. He had not moved for the last hour

while darkness fell. Suddenly he shifted his downward-facing

position on a three-inch trunk 30° to the right and began a

rapid display: three head bobs, a dewlap, two more bobs, a

dewlap, one bob, and finally two dewlaps. Seven minutes later

he ran up two feet on the trunk, assumed a downward position,

and again displayed: four pronounced head bobs followed by
three dewlaps. Three minutes later he ran up two feet more,

stopped and looked around. After a brief pause, he ran up six

feet more, stopped, paused, and then continued up the trunk,

disappearing in the dark foliage.

It seems likely that males, and females to a lesser degree, dis-

play to announce their position in their home range or territory

to other members of the species in typically anoline fashion.

But I could ascertain no pattern to this type of display, and my
data is not extensive enough to identify consistent features of

aggressive or mating displays.

INTERSPECIFIC INTERACTION

On only one occasion did I see reconditus in close proximity
with a lizard of another species. In the stand of imported yac-

cas, next to the garage where Lazell worked, I saw a large male

A. garmani perched 20 feet up on a tree. A foot away on an

adjacent tree, perched slightly lower, was a male reconditus

that I was trying to catch. Contrary to LazelFs speculation

(1966), it seems that the niches of garynani and recoriditus do

overlap at least occasionally.
On the steep path up to Fairy Glade from the Hardwar Gap

road I also once saw a male garmani perched 30 feet up on a

tree. I never saw any reconditus on the trail to the glade, but

this garynani was less than 100 feet below the glade. It is pos-
sible that the two species share the same habitat at the outer

edge of Fairy Glade. I saw neither A. opalinus nor garmani in

Steep Bush, inside Fairy Glade, or in the Nineteen-Mile GuUey,
the three areas that I located with substantial reconditus popu-
lations. It may be significant that of all the anoles in Jamaica,

only reconditus lives for the most part without congeners (see

discussion).

ESCAPEBEHAVIOR
Lazell (1966) describes the "wary and timid behavior" of
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reconditus. I too found this to be true, but usually only after

the lizards had become "wild," as the local people refer to the

lizards after thev ha\e become fris:htened of man. Generallv.

"naive" lizards, individuals who have had no contact with man,
are quite easily approached, and with a little care easily caught.

Owing to their cryptic nature and restricted range, they are

often hard to find, but once you find them, you usually can catch

them.

However, after you have caught, measured, and marked them

once, even if you can find them again, which is dif^cult, you
will have an incredibly hard time recapturing them. One day
in Fairy Glade I saw a 75-mm female which three days pre-

viouly had been caught and marked. She edged her way into

the trunk hole next to her perch. I was 20 or 30 feet away \vhen

this happened, and it suddenly occurred to me that the reason

I was resighting few marked lizards was because they would see

me coming and hide.

I only made one recapture, that of a 78-mm female whom I

had originally caught and measured, but who had escaped
before she was marked. I attempted to recapture her half a

dozen times before I succeeded. She grew more and more warv.

It is not surprising at all that Lazell
(

1 966
)

had trouble catch-

ing the lizards in the garage and under the house. Most Ja-
maicans fear lizards and try to kill them or drive them away
whenever they encounter them. Lizards are especially dishked

around human dwellings. LazelFs lizards were probably quite
afraid of humans.

I often saw reconditus next to the garage he describes in his

paper, in a stand of imported yacca trees. Although I tried

more than a dozen times to catch some of them, they would in-

variably escape up the straight 40-foot trees. I finally caught
one 77-mm female on the roof of LazelFs garage. I was very

lucky indeed to do so. I heard reports that the sons of the care-

taker of this garage threw stones at the lizards on the trees next

to the building. The boys were afraid of the harmless animals,

and I could not persuade them of the folly of their actions. The
lizards around the garage were definitely "wild."

Although Lazell in his paper agrees with Underwood and

WilUams (1959) that reconditus usually escapes "under objects
and into holes," I found this to be only partially true. In the

great majority of cases, I observed reconditus, when attempting
to evade my noose, to go up the tree in typical Anolis fashion.

On four specific occasions, three times with males and once with
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a female, I watched lizards go into trunk holes, conveniently

next to and at least as high off the ground as their perches, to

hide from me. I nexer chased a lizard down to the ground or

under the exposed roots of a tree, seemingly an adequate hiding

place. They invariably went up.

REACTIONTO WEATHER
The "moisture-laden easterly trade winds," which blow all

year long bring the Hardwar Gap area of the Blue Mountains

over 200 inches of rain annually. During much of the fall and

spring, there is daily rain. Although there are occasional dry

davs, it usually rains for several hours during the day and some-

times for several days continuously. The area is described as

"montane mist forest" because of the mist or fog which envelops

it every day. The mist remains even during the rain and lasts

for 30 to 70 percent of the daylight hours, often forming shortly

after dawn and remaining until an hour before sunset (Asprey
and Robbins, 1953).

Because of the weather conditions and also because of the full

canopy of the forest in which the lizards live, it is very difficult

to get any idea of how reconditus reacts to heat or sunlight. In

all my observation time, I very rarely saw a lizard perched in

direct sunHs^ht. This was not because the lizards chose to a\oid

it by picking shady perches, but because the sun was rarely shin-

ing; if it was sunny, the canopy usually prevented direct sun

from striking the lizards. On the few occasions when I did

see sunlight on the lizards, they seemed to ha\e no apparent
reaction to it. Basking would have been futile since the sun

rarely shone more than a few minutes, if that, in one place and,

as I said, seldom shone at all. Further study should be carried

out during the summer months, which according to the local

people are drier, often 80° or more, and sunny. It would be

interesting to see if the sun ever gets hot enough in the bush to

drive the lizards to seek shade and damp.
The local name for reconditus is "water lizard." The animals

seem to prefer the damp, often living in mountain-side gulleys
where water flows during heavy rains. But to truly grasp the

significance of the local name, you have to watch one in a drench-

ing downpour: water streams off the body of the lizard, while,

with no apparent concern, it remains passively perched. On
three separate days of heavy rain I watched a total of seven in-

dividuals display no apparent reaction to the precipitation. Four
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of these were females; three were males. One of the females

was active during an entire hour of downpour, but her move-
ments seemed to have nothing to do with seeking shelter. She

was also quite active before the rain and during its tapering-
off stages.

On numerous other occasions I saw lizards in light rain show
no concern for the weather. Only once did I see a female run

down a tree and under the exposed roots during a heavy rain.

She stopped every few feet during her descent to head-bob. A
few minutes before, I had unsuccessfully tried to capture a large
male and chased him up into the crown of the same tree. It is

not clear whether the female's actions were related to the heavy
rain or to the frightened male I chased up the tree.

In any case the tolerance for rain which rcconditus seems to

have is unusual in anoles. Robert Tri\'c^=, in his extensixe studies

of A. garmani and A. vaJencienni in jcii.iaic?, reports (personal

communication) that it is nearly impossible m rainy days to

find even one individual in an area w'tli a laige, well-studied

population. However, Thomas Schoencr (personal communi-

cation) has seen A. sagrei perched in the rain. Still, every ob-

server of anoles that I have talked to has corroborated the usual

pattern as avoidance of the rain.

Since A. opal inns is smaller and A. garmani is larger than the

"water lizard,'' apparently size cannot be the determining factor

in tolerance for rain. The habitat inxoh'ed is undoubtedly im-

portant. The tolerance that reconditus has seems to me a rea-

sonable adaptation in an environment where wet weather is so

frequent. A great deal of energy would be wasted if the lizard

had to mo\'e to shelter every time it rained.

FORAGING
In my many hours of obser\'ation, I saw only three instances

of feeding bv reconditus.

An 84-mm female was perched se\en and a half feet off the

ground, facing down, on a 45-foot X 8-inch tree. I had been

watching for half an hour when suddenly she turned 180°

around and seemed to take something off the bark with her

mouth. Then she "chewed" (opened and closed her mouth)
four times and then turned back around to resume the stand-

ard downward-facing perch. Half an hour later she ran around
the back of the tree and down. A bit of \ine fell from the back
of the tree. Then she returned. All of this took place in about

a minute. Presumably she had gone after a bit of food.
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On another occasion I watched a 74-mm female traverse six

feet of a rotten furrow in a horizontal tree trunk. The trunk was
about eight inches in diameter and four feet al)o\c the ground.
The Hzard licked the rotten wood inside the furrow, perhaps

"tonguing" ants. Then, after assuming a horizontal perch fac-

ing out of the furrow at one end of the trunk, the female snapped
out of the air a mosquito which was buzzing around her mouth.
Ten minutes later, she caught another, larger, flying insect, pre-

sumably a fly. Half an hour later she withdrew from this perch
back into the furrow and proceeded to tra\erse the length of

the trunk again, inside the furrow. She made the trip quite

slowly, moving from side to side as if searching for something.
The final instance of feeding I observed was by a 95-mm male.

I saw him eat some ants while he was making a long, relatively

fast-mo\'ing journey of 80 feet through densely forested Fairy
Glade (see field notes in home range and territorial struc-
ture

)
. The eating of ants appeared at the time to be a digres-

sion from the business at hand, that is, his long, steady trip up
the path. He ate only once in two hours. However, it is not

impossible that the whole trip was a food search.

Robert Trivers has shown (personal communication) that A.

valencienni feeds by acti\'ely searching for prey. Generally Ja-
maican anoles maintain a perch until they see a food item, and
then go after it. Perhaps the feeding habits of reconditus include

both searching and waiting. More study is necessary to deter-

mine whether this is true.

SLEEPING

It seems likely that reconditus, just as A. garmani and se\'-

eral other Anolis species, sleeps in the foliage of the crown of

trees. The first lizard that I caught at Hardwar Gap was seen

at 7:50 a.m. walking down the trunk of a 45-foot tree. The
sun was up, of course, but had not yet reached the incredibly

steep, densely forested northwest mountainside of Steep Bu'^h.

It is possible that this 96-mm male was coming down from his

sleeping perch to a lower daytime perch. On two later occa-

sions, both at sunset, I put individual lizards "to bed" to see

where they went.

The first time, I watched a large male {ca. 90 mm) for more
than three hours. He maintained until sundown his perch place
12 feet above ground with only occasional sideways movements
from the downward-facing perching position. Then, in a period
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of 12 minutes, as darkness was rapidly falling, he went through
a flurry of activity and elaborate displays (see display). This

culminated in his disappearance into the higher foliage.

Two weeks later, I watched a 62-mm female at sundown.

She suddenly changed to a crosswise perch from the unchar-

acteristic upward-facing perch she had maintained all day. The

perch was four feet above the ground on a small tree. Ten
minutes later, she jumped to a nearby straight sapling and looked

around. Four minutes later she ran up a few inches and looked

around. Then she disappeared up the small tree. It seems rea-

sonable that a female of this size, indeed the smallest I caught,
would sleep in a sapling such as this, a great deal smaller than

the large tree, where, as noted above, it is likely that a big male

sleeps.

DISCUSSION

Anolis recondilus is unique and at the same time unspecial-
ized. The lizard is apparently isolated from congeneric compe-
tition. This may be one of the keys to understanding the mor-

pholog)', ecology, and behavior of the animal. E. E. Williams

(Williams et al, 1970) makes such a point in his discussion of

the solitary Venezuelan lizard Anolis jacare.

Recondilus does not occupy any of the typically anoline struc-

tural habitats defined by Rand and Williams (1969). Of the

six categories they set up, it seems most like a "trunk anole."

But it is unlike that category in that it often goes farther up the

tree and occasionally down to the ground. Of course, being
isolated as it is, there is no reason for it to be restricted to any
one structural habitat, as is necessarily the case when several

species live syntopically. In addition, the perch that recondilus

most frequently takes seems a very reasonable adaptation for a

solitary species. From 10 or 12 feet up on a trunk, the animal

gets about as good a view of the surrounding forest as is possible
and can reach either the ground or crown with equal facility.

In the Lesser Antilles, islands with only one Anolis species
are common. However, on the larger islands of the Greater

Antilles, each of which supports several to many species, there

is much overlap of congeneric range. Recondilus in Jamaica
is in a situation similar to that of A. jacare on the continent

of South America. It is on a "mainland island, just like

jacare," at its Blue Mountain retreat. A detailed comparative
study of A. recondilus in its montane mist forest and A. jacare-
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in its "Premontane Humid Forest" ^Williams cl al, 1970) might
yield some interesting insights into the adaptations of isolated

species.

Thomas Schoener (1969 and unpublished data) shows that

the male snout— vent length (mean of the largest third of his

sample) for lizards inhabiting islands of the Lesser Antilles which
ha\e only one species of Anolis ranges between 60 and 94 mm.
Reconditus, at 97 mm, would fall only a bit beyond the high
end of this range. From the few indi\iduals of jacare that have
been measured, male size seems to be about 75 mm.

Reconditus is possibly the only Jamaican anole which actively
searches as well as motionlessly perches in attempts to obtain

food. Other than A. sagrei, it is unique among anoles in its

ability to function normally in the rain. It does not fit into a

Rand and W^illiams' perch category, but instead ranges over se-

veral of the structural habitats that they define. No other anole,

except A. valencienni (Rand, 1967), is known to crawl into

large holes in the tree trunks on which it perches.
These features of the beha\ior of reconditus suggest perhaps

that the animal is adapted to its habitat in a more general way
than some of its aparently more specialized congeners. Recon-
ditus appears less restricted in foraging methods, in ability to

cope with the weather, and in perch and refuge space than al-

most all other anoles. Further study of these and additional

aspects of the lizard's behavior and ecology might reveal whether

it is indeed less specialized than its congeners.

Possibly because reconditus is isolated from congeneric com-

petition it is free to fully exploit its habitat. If this is the case,

it may be that within its restricted montane mist forest habitat,
it can, living alone, use more of the resources of the environ-

ment through generalized rather than specialized adaptations.

ANEXPLANATIONOFTHEMARKINGSYSTEM

I marked lizards at the two main study areas. Steep Bush
and Fairy Glade (see habitat and range and map for loca-

tion of these places). In each area I used a numerical mark-

ing system for permanently identifying individual lizards. A
single toe or, in the case of the large toes, just the terminal joint,

was clipped off the lizard's foot.

The toes were numbered as described below :

Starting with the lizard on its \-entral side with its dorsal

side facing you, the toes on the front left leg (your left) were
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numbered consecutively 1 to 5 from smallest to largest. The
toes on the right front leg (your right) were labelled 6 to 10

from smallest to largest. The toes on the left hind leg were
labelled 11 to 15 from smallest to largest. Finally the toes

on the right hind leg were labelled 1 6 to 20 in a similar man-
ner.

Should anyone catch any of these marked animals at Hardwar

Gap, I would greatly appreciate his sending me size data

(lower jaw, snout-vent, and tail lengths) and any other inter-

esting features about the lizards. I can be reached care of Pro-

fessor E. E. Williams, Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts.
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